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Abstract� E�cient communication in networks is a prerequisite to ex�
ploit the performance of large parallel systems	 For this reason much
e
ort has been done in recent years to develop e�cient communication
mechanisms	 In this paper we survey the foundations and recent devel�
opments in designing and analyzing e�cient packet routing algorithms	

� Introduction

Communication among the processors of a parallel computer usually requires a large
portion of the runtime of a parallel algorithm	 These computers are often realized as
sparse networks of a large number of processors such that each processor can directly
communicate with a few neighbours only	 Thus� most of the communication must pro�
ceed through intermediate processors	 One of the basic problems in this context is
to route simultaneously many messages through the network	 Telecommunicaton net�
works� computer networks in companies and universities� or the internet are examples
for networks that have to process many communication requests in parallel �e	g	� tele�
phone calls� emails� money transfers between banks�	 In this paper we want to describe
recent developments in the eld of universal routing algorithms� that is� algorithms that
can be used in any communication network	 Universal algorithms have the advantage
that� in addition to providing a unied approach to routing in standard networks� they
are ideally suited to routing in irregular networks that are used in wide�area networks
and that arise when standard networks develop faults	 Furthermore� universal routing
algorithms can be used for arbitrary patterns of communication	

In this survey paper� we focus on comparing the routing time needed by distributed
routing protocols to the worst case routing time of a best o�ine routing protocol�
the so�called routing number	 It turns out that online protocols� even deterministic
protocols� can get very close to this e�ciency bound under various assumptions about
the topology� bandwidth� and bu
er size of the underlying network	
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Organization of the Paper

In the following chapter we introduce the basic notation about networks� messages�
and protocols for routing	 In Chapter � we introduce the routing number of a net�
work� and relate it to the dilation and congestion of path systems	 Chapter � contains
an overview of oblivious routing protocols� and Chapter � describes e�cient adaptive
routing protocols	

� Networks� Messages� Protocols

In this chapter we introduce the basic notions used in routing theory	 In particular�
we describe a typically used hardware model and message passing model� dene the
routing problem� and describe di
erent classes of strategies to solve routing problems	

��� The Hardware Model

We model the topology of a network as an undirected graph G � �V�E�	 V represents
the computers or processors� and E represents the communication links	 We assume the
communication links to work bidirectional� that is� each edge represents two links� one
in each direction	 The bandwidth of a link is dened as the number of messages it can
forward in one time step	 Unless explicitly mentioned we assume that the bandwidth
is �	 The size N of G is dened as the number of nodes G contains	

Each node in V contains an injection bu�er and a delivery bu�er	 The task of the
injection bu
er of a node v is to store all messages v wants to send out� and the task of
the delivery bu
er is to store all messages arriving at v whose destination is v	 Further
we assume that each link has a link bu�er �or bu�er for short�	 The size of a bu
er
is dened as the maximal number of messages a bu
er can store	 In the multi�port

model each link can forward at most one message per step� whereas in the single�port

model each node can forward at most one message in one step	 We only consider the
multi�port model in the following� since it has become most common for packet routing
in the last years	

Network Topologies

The most commonly used network topologies in the routing literature and in parallel
computers are meshes� tori and butter�ies	 These classes are dened in the following	
�For any k � IN� �k� denotes the set f�� � � � � k� �g	�

De�nition� �Butter�y�� Let d � IN	 The d�dimensional butter�y BF �d� is dened
as an undirected graph with node set V � �d� ��� ���d and an edge set E � E� �E�

with

E� � ff�i� ��� �i� �� ��g j i � �d�� � � ���dg
and

E� � ff�i� ��� �i� �� ��g j i � �d�� �� � � ���d� � and � di
er only at the ith positiong�

The d�dimensional wrap�around butter�yW�BF�d� is derived from the BF �d� by iden�
tifying level d with level �	



De�nition� �Torus	 Mesh�� Let m�d � IN	 The �m�d��mesh M�m�d� is a graph
with node set V � �m�d and edge set

E �

�
f�ad�� � � � a��� �bd�� � � � b��g j ai� bi � �m��

d��X
i��

jai � bij � �

�
�

The �m�d��torus T �m� d� consists of an �m�d��mesh and additionally the edges

ff�ad�� � � � ai���ai�� � � � a��� �ad�� � � � ai���m� ��ai�� � � � a��g j i � �d�� aj � �m�g �

M�m� �� is also called linear array� T �m� �� cycle� and M��� d� � T ��� d� d�dimensional
hypercube	

A very general class form the node�symmetric graphs	

De�nition
 �Node�Symmetric Graph�� A graph G � �V� E� is called node�sym�
metric if for any pair of nodes u� v � V there exists an isomorphism � � V � V with
��u� � v such that the graph G� � �V�E�� with E� � ff��x�� ��y�g j fx� yg � Eg is
isomorphic to G	

Intuitively� node�symmetry means that a graph looks the same from any node	
Node�symmetric graphs form a very general class and include most of the standard net�
works such as the d�dimensional torus� the wrap�around butter�y� the hypercube� etc	
An important subclass of the node�symmetric graphs are the edge�symmetric graphs	

De�nition� �Edge�Symmetric Graph�� A graph G � �V� E� is called edge�sym�
metric if for any pair of edges fu� vg� fu�� v�g � E there exists an isomorphism � �
V � V with f��u�� ��v�g � fu�� v�g such that the graph G� � �V�E�� with E� �
ff��u�� ��v�g j fu� vg � Eg is isomorphic to G	

The d�dimensional torus� for instance� is edge�symmetric	

De�nition �Leveled Graph�� A graph G � �V� E� is called leveled with depth D
if the nodes of G can be partitioned into D levels L�� � � � � LD such that every edge in
E connects nodes of consecutive levels	 Nodes in level � are called inputs� and nodes
in level D are called outputs	 If� in addition� jL�j � jLDj and L� is identied with LD�
then G is called a wrapped leveled graph with depth D	

The d�dimensional butter�y� for instance� is a leveled graph with depth d� and the
d�dimensional wrap�around butter�y is a wrapped leveled graph with depth d	

��� The Routing Problem

Consider an arbitrary network G with node set �N �	 Let v and w be two nodes in G	
We say that a message is routed from v to w if it is sent along a path in G from v to
w	 An instance of the routing problem is dened by a multi�set of source�destination
pairs

R � f�v�� w��� � � � � �vn� wn�g �

Each pair �vi� wi� � �N �� represents a message that has to be sent from vi to wi	 The
following routing problems are usually studied	



� Permutation routing� Let SN be the set of all permutations � � �N �� �N �	 Given
a permutation � � SN � route a message from node i to node ��i� for all i � �N �	

� h�function routing� Let Fh�N be the set of all h�functions f � �h�� �N �� �N �	 Given
an h�function f � Fh�N � route a message from node i to nodes f��� i�� � � � � f�h� i�
for all i � �N �	 A ��function is simply called function	

� h�relation routing�An h�relation is dened as an h�function f � Fh�N with jf���i�j �
h for all i � �N �	 Given an h�relation f � Fh�N � route a message from node i to
nodes f��� i�� � � � � f�h� i� for all i � �N �	

� Broadcasting� Given a node i � �N �� route a message from i to all nodes j � �N �	
� Gossiping� For every node i � �N �� route a message from i to all nodes j � �N �	

The solution to a routing problem is called routing protocol	 It determines for each
time step� which message to choose from a bu
er and which edge to use	 Its basic
component is the contention resolution rule that decides which message wins if more
than one message try to use the same link at the same time	

A routing protocol is called deterministic if all decisions during the routing are
deterministic� and randomized otherwise	

��� Routing Strategies

We distinguish between two kinds of protocols� O�ine protocols and online protocols	
In case of o�ine protocols we allow the system to compute� for a given routing problem
R� a routing schedule for R before sending out the messages	 The time an o�ine
protocol needs is dened as the time needed to route the messages according to the
schedule	 This implies that the time for computing that schedule does not count	 In
case of online protocols the time for computing a schedule counts	

There are basically two classes of online protocols	 In order to send a message
from node v to w in G it has to traverse a contiguous sequence of links called routing

path	 Given a source�destination pair a message may either have to traverse a path
specied in advance or is able to choose among several alternative paths depending on
the source�destination pairs of other messages or other events	 The rst case is called
oblivious routing and the second case adaptive routing	

Oblivious Routing

In case of oblivious routing the path a message uses only depends on its source and
destination	 Let pv�w denote the path from v to w in G that has to be taken by every
message that wants to travel from v to w	 Then P � fpv�w j v�w � V g is called path

system of size jV j	 In this case any routing problem R can be dened by specifying a
path collection PR of size jRj that contains the path pv�w for every pair �v�w� in R	 A
path collection is called

� simple if no path contains the same edge more than once�
� shortcut�free if no piece of a path in P can be shortcut by any combination of other

pieces of paths in P�
� shortest if all paths are shortest paths in G� and
� leveled if the nodes can be arranged in levels such that every edge leads from level
i to level i� � for some i � �	

The following relationship holds for these types of path collections	

leveled � shortest� shortcut�free� simple

Important parameters for the runtime are



� the size n of PR� that is� the number of paths PR contains�
� the congestionC of PR� that is� the maximal number of paths in PR that contain

the same edge in G� and
� the dilation D of PR� that is� the length of a longest path in PR	

In case that we want to route random functions� we often use the notion of expected
congestion that is dened as follows	 For an edge e and a path system P� let the expected
congestion  Ce of e be dened as the expected number of messages that traverse e using
paths in P during the routing of a randomly chosen function	 The expected congestion
of P is then dened as  C � maxe�E  Ce	

In case of bounded bu
ers� deadlocks can arise during the routing	 Packets are
dened to run into a deadlock if they prevent each other from moving forward because
of full bu
ers	

Adaptive Routing

In case of adaptive routing the path a message uses is not predetermined	 There are
several parameters that are used to measure the performance of adaptive routing pro�
tocols� The bisection width� expansion ���� �ux ����� or routing number �see Section ��
of a network	

In adaptive protocols that do not restrict the messages to approach their destina�
tions via shortest paths� livelocks can happen	 Packets run into a livelock if they run
innitely often along the same cycle in the network	

��� The Message Passing Model

The most commonly used and well understood routing model in the literature is the
packet routing model	 In this model time is partitioned into synchronous steps	 One
step is dened as the time a message needs to be sent along an edge	 �It is usually
assumed that every edge needs the same amount of time to forward a packet	� A node
must store an entire message before it can forward any part of the message along the
next edge on its route	 Hence� messages can be viewed as atomic objects called packets	
A packet has the following format	

message routing information source destination

In a network with N nodes the source and destination need blogNc�� bits� each	
Throughout this paper we restrict the routing information to be very small� namely of
length at most O�logN�	 It is usually needed to store information about the path a
packet has to follow or the priority level of a packet	 We assume the messages to have
uniform length	

Packet routing algorithms are used on machines such as the NCube� NASA MPP�
Intel Hypercube� and Transputer�based machines	 Since the packet model does not
make assumptions about packet lengths� it is the easiest and therefore the most studied
model in the literature	

� The Routing Number

The aim of this paper is to survey results on relating the routing time needed by online
routing protocols to the worst case routing time of a best o�ine routing algorithm� the
so�called routing number	 This number is dened as follows �see� e	g	� �����



Consider an arbitrary network G with N nodes and bandwidth one	 For a per�
mutation � � SN � let R�G��� be the minimum possible number of steps required to
route messages o�ine in G according to � using the multi�port model with unbounded
bu
ers	 Then the routing number R�G� of G is dened by

R�G� � max
��SN

R�G� �� �

In case that there is no risk of confusion about the network G we will write R instead
of R�G�	 The routing number has the following nice property	

Theorem�� For any network G with routing number R� the average number of steps
to route a permutation in G is bounded by ��R��

Proof	 Let  R � �
jSN j
P

��SN R�G� �� denote the average number of steps to route a
permutation in G	 Consider any xed permutation �	 In order to bound the minimum
number of steps to route � we will use a probabilistic argument based on Valiant!s
trick �see ����� by rst sending the packets to random intermediate destinations before
sending them to the destinations prescribed by �	 Let X be a random variable denoting
the minimum number of steps necessary to route a randomly chosen permutation	
According to the Markov Inequality it holds�

Prob�X � �  R� 	 �
� �

Therefore� for a randomly chosen permutation � for the intermediate destinations� it
holds that with probability at most �

� � �
� 	 � the minimum number of steps to route

rst according to � and then according to � exceeds �  R	 Therefore there exists an
o�ine protocol that routes � in at most �  R steps	 Thus R 	 �  R� which completes the
proof	

Hence asymptotically the routing number is not only an upper bound� but also a
lower bound for the average permutation routing time using optimal routing strategies
in G	

Note that the routing number might be dened by some protocol which uses specic
routing paths tailored to the permutation to be routed	 This implies the following result	

Remark � For any network G of size N with routing number R� there exists a col�

lection of simple paths for any permutation routing problem � � SN with congestion at

most R and dilation at most R�

The question is whether it is possible to nd such a path collection in an e�cient
way for every permutation routing problem	 This will be answered by the following two
sections	 The rst section deals with the problem of choosing a path system with low
dilation and expected congestion� and the second section shows how to choose path
collections out of such a system in a distributed way such that the dilation and conges�
tion bounds in Remark � can be reached up to constant factors for any permutation
routing problem	

��� Relationship to Dilation and Expected Congestion

A necessary prerequisite for e�cient oblivious routing is a path system with low dilation
and low expected congestion	 In this section we construct path systems that have
dilation and expected congestion close to the routing number for arbitrary networks	
The main result of this section is formulated in the next theorem	



Theorem�� For any network G of size N with routing number R there is a simple

path system with dilation at most R and expected congestion at most R� Furthermore�
for random functions the congestion is bounded by R � O�

p
maxfR� logNg 
 logN��

w�h�p��

Proof	 LetG be a network of size N with routing number R	 Then for any permutation
�i � �N �� �N � with �i�x� � �x� i� mod N for all i� x � �N � there is a path collection
Pi along which packets can be routed in at most R time steps	 Therefore the congestion
and dilation of Pi is at most R	 We then choose P �

SN��
i�� Pi to be the path system

for G	 Clearly� this path system has congestion at most N 
R and dilation at most R	
It remains to bound the expected congestion and the congestion that holds w	h	p	 for
routing a random function in G using paths in P	

Consider any edge e in G	 Let the random variable X denote the number of paths
that cross e and are used by a packet 	 Since each node in G chooses a destination for
its packet uniformly and independently at random� the probability that a path crossing
e is used by a packet is �
N 	 Therefore the expected congestion is at most R	

For any node v in G� let the binary random variable Xv be one if and only if the
packet with source v contains e in its routing path	 Then X �

P
v�V Xv	 Since we

consider routing a random function� the probabilities of all Xv are independent	 As
E�X� 	 R� the Cherno
 bounds �see ���� therefore yield that

Prob�X � �� � ��R� 	
�
e��

�R�� � if � 	 � 	 �

e���R�� � if � � �

This probability is polynomially small in N for � � O�maxf
q

logN
R

� logN
R

g� su��

ciently large	 Hence w	h	p	 there exists no edge with a congestion greater than R �
O�
p

maxfR� logNg 
 logN�	

For node�symmetric networks we can strengthen Theorem � by showing that the path
system may even be assumed to consist of shortest paths	 This is important� because
some oblivious routing protocols are especially good for shortest path systems� see
Chapter �	 Since the diameter of a network is a lower bound for its routing number�
we use the diameter instead of the routing number in the following theorem	

Theorem�� Let G be a node�symmetric network with N nodes and diameter D� Then

there exists a shortest path system that has an expected congestion of D�O�

q
D logN

N
��

Proof	 Consider the problem of gossiping in G	 Perform the random experiment
of choosing at random shortest path for all source�destionation pairs �u�w� � V �

independently from all other source�destionation pairs	 For every node v in G� let the
binary random variable Xv

u�w be one if and only if the path chosen from u to w traverses
v and pvu�w � Prob�Xv

u�w � ��	 Further let the random variable Cv denote the number
of paths traversing v	 Then it holds

Cv �
X

�u�w��V �

Xv
u�w �

� By �with high probability� �or w	h	p	 for short� we mean a probability of at least
�� �
Nk for any constant k � �	



Since G is node�symmetric there exists for any xed node v� in G an automorphism �
that maps v to v�	 Thus it holds

E�Cv� �
X

�u�w��V �

pvu�w �
X

�u�w��V �

p
��v�
��u����w�

�
X

�u�w��V �

pv
�

u�w � E�Cv� �

Hence� E�Cv� is the same for every node in G� namely at most N 
 D	 Since the
paths are chosen independently at random� applying Cherno
 bounds yields that Cv �
N 
 D � O�

p
D 
N logN�� w	h	p	 Thus there exists a path system in G with such a

congestion	 Since� for a randomly chosen function� each of the paths has a probability
of �

N to be chosen� Theorem � follows	

Theorem � implies� for instance� that there exists a shortest path system in a but�
ter�y of size N with expected congestion at most logN � �	 Similarly� the following
result holds for edge�symmetric networks	

Theorem��� Let G be a edge�symmetric network with N nodes� degree d� and di�

ameter D� Then there exists a shortest path system that has expected congestion D
d
�

O� �
N

p
maxfN �D

d
� logNg 
 logN��

��� Valiant�s Trick

In Section �	� we have seen that for any network with routing number R there is a
xed path system that yields asymptotically optimal parameters C and D for almost
all functions	 However� Borodin and Hopcroft ��� could prove a very high lower bound
for the maximal congestion that can be reached by a permutation routing problem in
a network using a xed path system	 Their result has been improved by Kaklamanis et
al� ���	 Together with an extension by Parberry ���� we obtain the following theorem	

Theorem��� Let G be an arbitrary network of size N with degree d� and let P be an

arbitrary path system in G� Let n nodes in G be determined as sources and destinations�

Then there is a permutation � � Sn that has a congestion C� of � n

d
p
N
��

Hence� if G has constant degree and all nodes in G are source and destination�
that is n � N � then there exists a permutation with congestion �

p
N�	 Therefore the

congestion might be much higher than the dilation since networks of bounded degree
can have a diameter of O�logN�	

For the d�dimensional hypercube M��� d� Theorem �� implies a worst case conges�
tion of C � �

p
�d
d�	 Kaklamanis et al� present a path system in ��� that reaches this

bound	

In case that messages have to be sent from the top level to the top level of a d�
dimensional wrap�around butter�y according to some arbitrary permutation� Bock ���
presents a path system that reaches the lower bound C � �

p
�d
d�	

According to Theorem ��� oblivious routing might perform very poorly for some
functions	 Thus� in order to get close to the routing number� we have to turn to non�
oblivious strategies	 A beautiful� simple idea was presented in ����	



Valiant�s trick�
Consider routing an arbitrary h�relation	 Route the packets rst to interme�
diate destinations according to a randomly chosen h�function� before routing
them to their true destinations	

Applying this trick to a xed path system P yields the following strategy�

Each node rst chooses random intermediate destinations for its packets	 Then
each packet is rst sent to this intermediate destination� and from there to its nal
destination� both times using the path prescribed in P	

With this strategy� the congestion of every permutation routing problem can be
brought close to the expected congestion of P� w	h	p	 In particular� the following the�
orem holds	

Theorem��� Let P be an arbitrary path system of size n with dilationD and expected

congestion  C� Then every h�relation can be routed along paths in P using Valiant�s trick

with dilation at most �D and congestion at most �h 
  C�O�
p

maxfh 
  C� log ng 
 log n��
w�h�p�

Proof	 Let V be the set of sources in P	 Consider an arbitrary edge e in P	 For every
v � V and i � f�� � � � � hg� let the binary random variable Xv�i be one if and only if
the ith packet in v traverses e	 Further let the random variable X denote the number
of packets that traverse e	 Then X �

P
v�V
Ph

i��Xv�i	 According to the denition of

the expected congestion� E�X� 	 h 
  C holds	 If we choose a random h�function� then
the probablities for all Xv�i are independent	 Hence the Cherno
 bounds yield that

Prob�X � �� � ��h  C� 	
�
e��

�h 	C�� � if � 	 � 	 �

e���h
	C�� � if � � �

which is polynomially small in n for su�ciently large � � O�maxf
q

log n
h� 	C � log n

h� 	C g�	 There�
fore the collection of paths in P used for routing packets from their sources to interme�
diate destinations and from the intermediate destinations to their destinations has a
congestion of at most �h 
  C�O�

p
maxfh 
  C� log ng 
 log n�� w	h	p	� if the intermediate

destinations are chosen according to a random h�function	 Further� the dilation of the
resulting paths is at most �D	

Theorems � and �� yield the following result	

Corollary �
� For any network G of size N with routing number R there exists a

simple path system P� such that routing any h�relation along paths in P using Valiant�s

trick has dilation at most �R and congestion �h 
 R � O�
p

maxfh 
R� log ng 
 log n��
w�h�p�

This result implies that if there is an oblivious protocol that can route packets
along an arbitrary simple path collection with dilation D and congestion C in time
O�D � C� then a combination of the path selection strategy in Corollary �� and this
protocol would yield a routing protocol that reaches the optimal routing performance
of permutation routing in arbitrary networks	 Unfortunately� no oblivious protocol is
known so far that reaches this bound for arbitrary simple path collections	 However�
the following result shown in ���� ��� lets us hope that such a protocol may exist	



Theorem��� For any simple path collection P with congestion C and dilation D
there exists an o�ine protocol that 	nishes routing in P in O�C �D� steps� using only
constant size bu�ers�

In the next chapter we summarize what kind of online oblivious protocols have
already been found	

� Oblivious Routing Protocols

In the previous chapter we have seen that oblivious routing has the potential to
achieve an e�ciency that is close to the routing number� because the dilation and
expected congestion are essentially of the same order of magnitude as the routing
number	 Hence what we need are oblivious routing protocols with runtime close to
O�dilation�congestion�	 In this chapter we present some universal oblivious routing
protocols that �nearly� reach this time bound for di
erent classes of path collections	

��� The Random Rank Protocol

The random rank protocol has its origin in a paper by Aleliunas ��� and Upfal �����
and has been extended to constant size bu
ers in ���� �see also ��� and �����	 It routes
packets along an arbitrary leveled path collection of size n with congestion C and
depth D in O�C � D � log n� steps� w	h	p	� using edge bu
ers of size at least one	 In
the following we only describe the protocol for unbounded bu
ers	 �See ���� for an easy
proof of the runtime bound	�

At the beginning� every packet p gets a random rank denoted by rank�p� that
is stored in its routing information	 We require rank�p� to be chosen uniformly and
independent from the choices of the other packets from some xed range �K� �K �
O�C �D�log n� is chosen su�ciently large�	 Additionally� each packet stores an iden�
tication number id�p� � �n� in its routing information that is di
erent from all iden�
tication numbers of the other packets	 The random rank protocol uses the following
contention resolution rule	

Priority rule�
It two or more packets contend to use the same link at the same time then
the one with minimal rank is chosen	

If two packets have the same rank then� in order to break ties� the one with the
lowest id wins	 The protocol then works as follows in each time step

For each link with nonempty bu
er� select a packet according to the priority
rule and send it along that link	

Consider an arbitrary leveled network with N input and N output nodes	 Let the
routing number be dened as the worst case time needed by the best o�ine protocol
to send packets from the inputs to the outputs according to an arbitrary permutation	
Then the random rank protocol and Corollary �� together yield the following result	

Theorem�� Any wrapped leveled network with N inputs� N outputs� and routing

number R can route any h�relation from the inputs to the outputs in time O�h 
 R �
logN�� w�h�p�� using constant size bu�ers�



��� The Growing Rank Protocol

Now we present a protocol that routes packets along an arbitrary shortcut�free path
collection of size n with congestion C and dilation D in O�C�D�log n� steps� w	h	p	�
using bu
ers of size C	 It is called growing�rank protocol ���� and works as follows	

Initially� each packet is assigned an integer rank chosen randomly� independently�
and uniformly from �K� �K � O�C �D� log n� is chosen su�ciently large�	 For each
step� the protocol works as follows	

For each link with nonempty bu
er�

� choose a packet p according to the priority rule�
� increase the rank of p by K
D� and
� move p forward along the link	

This protocol together with Valiant!s trick yields the following result	

Theorem��� For any shortcut�free path system of size n with dilationD and expected

congestion  C� any permutation can be routed using the growing rank protocol in time

O�  C �D� log n�� w�h�p�

This theorem applied to node�symmetric networks yields the following result to�
gether with Theorem �	

Corollary ��� Let G be a node�symmetric network of size N with diameter D� Then

the growing rank protocol routes packets according to an arbitrary h�relation in time

O�h 
D� logN�� w�h�p�

This result is optimal for permutation routing in arbitrary node�symmetric net�
works with diameter D � �logN�� since Theorem � together with Theorem �� and
Theorem �� implies that the routing number of any node�symmetric network with
diameter D � �logN� is bounded by ��D�	

Unfortunately� it has been shown in ���� that the growing rank protocol can not be
e�ciently applied to arbitrary simple path collections	 Furthermore� it is not clear yet
whether e�cient shurtcut�free path systems exist for any network	 In case of shortest
path systems� however� networks exist such that any shortest path system has a much
higher expected congestion then the best simple path system	

��� The Trial�and�Failure Protocol

In the following we present a protocol that routes packets along an arbitrary simple
path collection of size n with link bandwidth B 	 log n� congestion C� and dilation D
in time

O

�
C 
D��B �D log n

B

�
w	h	p	� without bu
ering	 This protocol is called trial�and�failure protocol and has been
presented in ���	 The idea of the trial�and�failure protocol is that once a packet leaves
its source it has to move along the edges of its path without waiting until it reaches
its destination	 If too many packets want to use the same link at the same time then
some are discarded �and therefore have to be rerouted�	

Initially� each packet pi chooses uniformly and independently from the other packets
a random rank ri � �K� �K � O�C 
D�����B � log n� is chosen su�ciently large� and



a random delay di � �D�	 Additionally� pi stores an identication number id�pi� � �n�
in its routing information that is di
erent from all identication numbers of the other
packets	 Let us dene the following contention resolution rule	

B�priority rule�
If more than B packets attempt to use the same link during the same time
step� then those B with lowest rank win	

If two or more packets have the same rank then� in order to break ties� the ones
with the lowest id!s win	 Then the protocol works as follows	

repeat

� forward pass� Each active packet pi waits for di steps	 Then it is routed
along its path� obeying the B�priority rule	

� backward pass� For each packet that reached its destination during
the forward pass� an acknowledgment is sent back to the source	 Upon
receipt of the acknowledgment� the source declares the packet inactive	

until no packet is active

Clearly� the forward pass needs �D steps to be sure that every packet that has not
been discarded during the routing reaches its destination	 In the backward pass� the
forward pass is run in reverse order	 Therefore� no collisions can occur in the backward
pass� and �D steps su�ce to send all acknowledgments back	

The trial�and�failure protocol has several applications	 If we simulate link band�
width by bu
ers we arrive at the following result	

Corollary ��� Given any simple path collection with bu�er size B� congestion C� and
dilation D� the trial�and�failure protocol requires O�C 
D��B �D log n� time to route

all packets� w�h�p�

This result is optimal if C � D log n and B � logD	 Together with Valiant!s trick
it yields the following result	

Corollary ��� Let G be an arbitrary network of size N with bu�er size B and routing

number R� Then the trial�and�failure protocol routes packets according to an arbitrary

h�relation in time O��h 
R��B � log n�R�� w�h�p�

In the case of shortest path collections� the trial�and�failure protocol can be com�
bined with the growing rank protocol to yield the following tradeo
 between routing
time and bu
er size for oblivious routing	

Theorem��� Given any shortest path collection of size n with bu�er size B� conges�
tion C� and dilation D there exists an on�line routing protocol that requires

O

�
C 
D��B � log n

B

 �C �D � log n�

�

time to route all packets� w�h�p�

Together with Theorem � and Valiant!s trick we get the following result	



Corollary ��� Let G be an arbitrary node�symmetric network of size N with bu�er

size B and diameter D� Then the trial�and�failure protocol routes packets according to

an arbitrary h�relation in time

O

�
h 
D����B � log n

B

 �h 
D � logN�

�
�

w�h�p�

��� The Duplication Protocol

In ��� a protocol is presented that routes packets along an arbitrary simple path collec�
tion of size n with congestion C� dilation D� and bandwidth ��log�C 
D�
 log log�C 
D��
in

O

�
D log log n� C �

log n 
 log log n
log log�C 
D�

�

time steps� w	h	p	� without bu
ering	 It is called duplication protocol	 The structure
of the duplication protocol is similar to that of the trial�and�failure protocol with the
di
erence that each new trial the number of copies sent out for a packet is duplicated	
This signicantly increases the chance that nally one of the copies will be able to
reach the destination	 The protocol uses the following rule in case of collisions between
packets�

B�collision rule�
If more than B packets attempt to use the same link during the same time
step� then all of them are discarded	

If we simulate bandwidth by bu
er size� we arrive at the following result	

Corollary ��� Given any simple path collection P of size n with congestion C and

dilation D� there exists a routing protocol that requires

O

��
D log log n� C �

log n 
 log log n
log log�C 
D�

�

 log�C 
D�

log log�C 
D�

�

time� w�h�p�� and uses bu�ers of size O�log�C 
D�
 log log�C 
D���

Together with Corollary �� this protocol yields the following result	

Corollary �
� For any network G of size N with routing number R � �logN� and
bu�er size O�logR
 log logR�� the duplication protocol can be used to route any per�

mutation in time

O

�
logR 
 log logN

log logR

R
�

�

w�h�p�



��	 The Protocol by Rabani and Tardos

In ����� Rabani and Tardos present a protocol that routes packets along an arbitrary
simple path system with congestion C and dilation D in

O�C� � �log� n�O�log
� n�D� poly�log n�

time� w	h	p	� using bu
ers of size C	 Together with Corollary �� their protocol yields
the following result	

Corollary ��� For any network G of size N with routing number R � logkN � k � �
su
ciently large� there exists an oblivious routing protocol for routing any h�relation
in time �O�h� � �log�N�O�log

� N��R� w�h�p�

��
 Open Problems

In the following we state some important open questions	 Is there an online protocol
that can route packets along an arbitrary simple �not necessarily shortcut�free� path
system of size N with congestion C and dilation D in time O�C � D � logN� "
If this is true then� in case of unbounded bu
ers� randomized oblivious routing can
asymptotically reach the performance of o�ine protocols	 How do bounded bu
ers
in�uence the runtime of oblivious routing strategies " Are ghost packets �see �����
necessary for e�cient routing with bounded bu
ers in leveled networks "

� Adaptive Routing Protocols

Adaptive protocols are very appealing compared to oblivious protocols� since they allow
a parallel system to react more �exibly in case of faulty or overloaded communication
links or processors	 Another motivation for adaptive routing is that bounded bu
ers
are di�cult to handle for oblivious routing strategies	 Usually� the only way to avoid
deadlocks using oblivious routing strategies is simply to delete the packets in case of full
bu
ers and restart them again from the source �see�i	e	� the trial�and�failure protocol�	
However� in case of unbounded bu
ers we know from Corollary �� and Theorem ��
that randomized oblivious routing strategies have at least a chance to be as e�cient as
randomized adaptive routing strategies	 This� of course� crucially depends on whether
it is possible to design an e�cient protocol for routing packets along an arbitrary simple
path collection	

In the deterministic case� however� adaptive routing protocols are usually far supe�
rior against oblivious routing protocols� since the worst case congestion for routing an
arbitrary permutation using a xed path system can be fairly large �see Theorem ���	
But even if the congestion is small� deterministic oblivious routing strategies might still
perform very poorly as will be shown in the following theorem	

We investigate the behavior of non�predictive routing protocols in which all schedul�
ing decisions have to be independent from the future routing paths of the packets	 Note
that the growing rank protocol is not deterministic and hence not nonpredictive	 How�
ever� for any xed setting of the initial ranks it is nonpredictive	 The same holds for the
random rank protocol and its extensions ���� �� ���	 The following example shows that
all these protocols perform poorly in a deterministic setting even on leveled networks	
The proof can be found in ����	



Theorem�� Suppose we are given any deterministic non�predictive routing protocol

Q for routing on the D�dimensional butter�y� Then� for any C� there is a routing

problem with congestion C for which Q takes time �C 
D��

Therefore in case of deterministic routing� e�cient adaptive routing protocols are
highly needed	 In the following section we present a network for which an e�cient
deterministic adaptive routing protocol is already known	 This result will be used in
Section �	� to develop� for any network� a deterministic adaptive routing protocol that
has a performance close to the routing number of that network	

	�� Deterministic Routing in the Multibutter�y

In this section describe a network in which deterministic routing can be done e�ciently	
It is called the �elementary� s�ary multibutter�y	

The basic building block of the s�ary multibutter�y is an s�ary m�splitter �see ����	
The s�ary m�splitter �or �s�m��splitter� is a bipartite graph with m input nodes

and m output nodes	 In this graph the output nodes are partitioned into
p
s output

sets� each with m

p
s nodes	 Every input node has

p
s
� edges to each of the

p
s output

sets	 The edges connecting the input set to each of the output sets dene an expander
graph with properties described in ���	

The s�ary d�dimensional multibutter�y �s�d��MBF has d levels	 The vertices at level

� 	 i 	 d � � are partitioned into
p
s
i
sets of mi �

p
s
d�i

consecutive nodes	 Each
of these sets in level i is an input set of an s�ary mi�splitter	 The output sets of that
splitter are

p
s sets of size mi�� in level i��	 Thus each node in the �s� d��MBF is the

endpoint of at most � 
 ps�ps
�� � s edges	
For this network the following result can be shown	 It!s proof can be found in ���	

Theorem��� For su
ciently large s� the s�ary multibutter�y of size N can route any

permutation from the top level to the bottom level in time O�logsN��

This result has recently been improved in ���� for an extended version of the �s� d��
MBF that has a degree of O�s�	

Theorem��� Given an extended s�ary multibutter�y of size N with s � �� s 
 N
packets� s per node� can be routed deterministically according to some arbitrary s�
relation in time O�logsN��

	�� Routing via Simulation

In this section we present an e�cient deterministic adaptive routing protocol for arbi�
trary networks� as it is described in ����	 Let H be an arbitrary network of size N with
routing number R	 The idea is that� in order to route packets in H deterministically
according to an arbitrary permutation� a suitably chosen multibutter�y is embedded
in H� and H simulates the routing steps of the multibutter�y	

Consider rst the more general problem of simulating one routing step of an arbi�
trary network G by a network H	 We start with describing how to embed G in H	 In
order to simplify the construction� let H be a network of size N � and G be a network
of size M with at most N
� edges	 Let d�� � � � � dM be the degree sequence of G� i	e	� di
is the degree of node i in G	 Then

PM

i�� di 	 N 	 Our strategy is to partition the nodes



of H into clusters C�� � � � � CM such that for all i � f�� � � � �Mg cluster Ci consists of
di nodes simulating the di endpoints of node i in G	 For this we choose an arbitrary
spanning tree T in H	 Let r be an arbitrary node in T 	 We mark the nodes in T with
numbers in f�� � � � �Mg starting with r by calling Mark��� true� r��

Algorithm Mark�i� m� v��

i� number of nodes already marked
m� boolean variable indicating whether father has been marked
v� actual node to be considered

if m � false then
mark v with the number � obeying

P���
j��

dj 	 i 	P�

j��
dj

i�i��
for every son w of v� call Mark�i� true� w�

else
for every son w of v� call Mark�i� false�w�

mark v with the number � obeying
P���

j�� dj 	 i 	P�

j�� dj
i�i��

return the value of i

Basically� the algorithm ensures that on a pass downwards through the tree only
every second node is marked such that afterwards on a pass upwards the other half of
the nodes can be marked	 Hence it is easy to see that the following two results hold	

�a� cluster i has diameter at most �di for all i � f�� � � � �Mg� and
�b� the maximal number of clusters that share the same link is constant	

Let the nodes of each cluster be connected by an Euler tour along edges in T 	
�An Euler tour in a tree is dened as a directed cycle that uses any edge in T in any
direction at most once	� Because of �a� this tour can have a length of at most �di	

Further we want to simulate every edge in G by a path in H that connects the
nodes simulating its endpoints	 Let R be the routing number of H	 Since our clustering
allows the endpoints of edges in G to be distributed in H such that every node in H
has to simulate at most one endpoint� there is a path collection in H for simulating
the edges in G with congestion at most R and dilation at most R	

Consider now the problem of simulating an arbitrary routing step in G	 Clearly�
any routing step can be extended to the situation that along every edge in G a packet
has to be sent	 This event can be simulated in the following way by H	

� Moving the packets to the nodes simulating the endpoints of the edges they want to
use in G� This can be done by sending the packets along an Euler tour connecting
the nodes of the respective cluster in T 	 Because of �b� this can be coordinated
among the clusters deterministically in time O�maxi di� using only constant size
bu
ers	

� Moving the packets along an edge in G� This can be done by sending the packets
along the paths simulating edges in G	 Since these paths have congestion at most
R and dilation at most R� this can be done deterministically in time O�R� using
only constant size bu
ers �see Theorem ���	

If we restrict the maximum degree in G to be O�R�� we get the following result	



Theorem��� Any network H of size N with routing number R can simulate any

routing step in a network G with degree O�R� and O�N� edges in O�R� steps using

only constant size bu�ers�

Theorem �� and Theorem �� together yield the following result	

Theorem��� Let H be an arbitrary network of size N with routing number R� Then
there is a deterministic online protocol that routes any permutation in time O�logRN 

R�� using constant size bu�ers�

Theorem �� has the following implications	

Corollary 
�� For any networkH of size N with routing number R � �N �� for some
constant � � � there exists a deterministic routing strategy that routes any permutation

in H in O�R� steps�

R � �N �� holds� for instance� for all networks with diameter �N �� or bisection
width O�N����	 According to ����� every N �node graph of genus g and maximal degree
d has bisection width O�

p
gdN�	 Thus the following result is true	

Corollary 
�� For any network H of size N with genus g and degree d such that

g 
 d � O�N����� � � � constant� there exists a deterministic routing strategy that

routes any permutation in H in O�R� steps�

This result implies that for any planar network with degree O�N���� there is an
asymptotically optimal deterministic permutation routing strategy	

	�� Open Problems

The results above only yield asymptotically optimal routing strategies if the routing
number is large enough	 How e�cient is deterministic online routing for networks with
small routing number " No non�trivial lower bounds are known so far	
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